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Introduction

Small cell lung cancer (SCLC), a particular neuroendocrine 
tumor, occupies 13% of lung cancers, with the highest 
mortality among cancers (1). SCLC consists of a limited 
stage (LS) and an extensive stage (ES). Although surgical 
resections are the most common therapy in cancers, SCLC, 

regardless of ES-SCLC or LS-SCLC, is usually treated with 
a combination of radiotherapy and chemotherapy, where the 
response is initially good but quickly developing resistance 
and relapse (1). Furthermore, the 5-year overall survival 
(OS) of ES-SCLC is merely 2% (2). Nowadays, immune 
checkpoint inhibitors (ICIs) are revolutionary representatives 
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of immunotherapy to reverse refractory cancers, including 
SCLC, which is targeting the immune checkpoint pathway 
that tumor cells evade immune surveillance and progress. 

However, immunotherapy based on ICIs faces a range 
of challenges in SCLC, including long response time and 
severe side effects. For example, the average response time 
of pembrolizumab in SCLC is 8.6 weeks (7.7–16.1 weeks), 
which is detrimental to some patients with high-grade 
malignant and rapidly progressing SCLC (3). Meanwhile, 
SCLC patients receiving immunotherapy are experiencing 
various degrees of side effects during the trial, even death (3). 
As a result, other immunotherapeutic agents, chemotherapy, 
radiotherapy, and targeted therapy are being developed to 
improve these defects. It has been validated that ICIs can 
be safely combined with a variety of immunotherapeutic 
agents, albeit at about half a dose.

Moreover, response rates were significantly higher 
with combinations of ICIs or other immunotherapy than 
monotherapy (4). Previous studies have found chemotherapy 
and radiation therapy can accelerate the development of 
tumor antigen-presenting cells (APCs), enhance the level 
of PD-L1 on tumor cells, and down-regulate pro-tumor 
immune cells at the tumor microenvironment (TME), 
such as regulatory T cells (Tregs) and myeloid-derivative 
suppressive cells (MDSC), and recruit CD8+ T cells and 
macrophages into the TME (5). The above evidence 
reveals the potential of chemotherapy and radiotherapy in 
enhancing the function of ICIs. Further, immunotherapy, 
combined with targeted therapy in cancer, can complement 
each other. Immunotherapy enhances the immune system's 
activity, reduces tumor tolerance to targeted therapy, and 
expands the beneficiary group of targeted therapy. On the 
other hand, the utilization of targeted therapy shortens the 
host response time to immunotherapy and activates the 
immune system through specific signal pathways. 

The current review offers a general view of the rationale 
for clinical studies exploring the experimental result of 
combinational immunotherapy based on ICIs, with both 
available results and ongoing trials.

The focus of immunotherapy: immune 
checkpoints and checkpoint inhibitors

Cytotoxic T-lymphocyte-associated protein 4 (CTLA-4) and 
its inhibitors

CTLA-4 pathway in tumor immunity
CTLA-4 (CD152) is a surface or intracellular molecule 

on activated T cells that curbs the initial period of T 
cells activation as a competitive ligand for the T-cell 
costimulatory receptor CD28 (6). CTLA-4 is mostly 
found in intracellular compartments and is transported to 
the surface upon activated by T cell receptor (TCR) (7). 
Additionally, CTLA-4 can both regulate CD4+ T cells and 
selective depletion of Tregs by removing CD80 and CD86 
from the cell surfaces of antigen-presenting cells (APCs) via 
trans-endocytosis (8-10) (Figure 1). Further, a recent study 
developed a dual variable domain immunoglobulin of anti-
CTLA4 antibody, which could deplete intratumor Tregs, 
but spares tissue-resident Tregs, minimizing potential 
toxicities of CTLA-4 blockades (11).

The efficacy of monotherapy with inhibitors of CTLA-
4 in SCLC 
There are two critical inhibitors of CTLA-4 currently 
studied in the treatment of lung cancers, which are 
tremelimumab (ticilimumab, CP-675,206) and ipilimumab 
(MDX-010, Yervoy, BMS-734016), hampering the joint of 
CTLA-4 on T cells with ligands (CD80/CD86) on APCs 
to enhance antitumor immune responses. Few completed 
clinical trials of ipilimumab or tremelimumab adopted 
monotherapy in SCLC patients. Therefore, combining 
inhibitors of CTLA-4 with additional therapies may lead to 
breakthroughs in SCLC treatment activity. 

The programmed cell death protein -1 (PD-1)/
programmed cell death one ligand (PD-L1) pathway and 
their inhibitors

PD-1/PD-L1 pathway in tumor immunity
PD-1 (CD279) is mostly detected on the exterior of 
lymphocytes, primarily CD8+ T cells, and overexpressed on 
exhausted CD8+ T cells (Tex) (12). Currently, the ligands 
of PD-1 were confirmed to be PD-L1 (B7-H1) and PD-L2  
(B7-DC), while PD-L1 is highly associated with tumor 
immunity. Besides tumor cells, PD-L1 and PD-L2 can 
also be found on other cells such as macrophages (13), 
myeloid DCs (14), MDSC (15), stromal fibroblasts (16), 
and endothelial cells (17). The expression of PD-1 not only 
inhibits T cells (CD8+) mediated cell killing and promotes 
the differentiation of exhausted CD8+ T cells (Tex) (18) 
but also facilitates the differentiation of the Treg (CD4+ 
Foxp3+) cells from naive CD4+ T cells (19,20). Moreover, 
the inhibitory effect of PD-1 on B cells improves immune 
responses to antigen-specific antibody, showing that PD-1 
can also impede B cell-mediated T-cell activation (20). 
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Importantly, the cytokines secreted by inflammatory cells, 
especially interferon-γ (IFN-γ), can induce or maintain the 
PD-L1 protein expressions (21), showing an IFN-γ/PD-L1 
axis between tumor cells and the TME (Figure 2). 

The efficacy of monotherapy with inhibitors of PD-1/
PD-L1 in SCLC
The inhibitors of the PD-1/PD-L1 that have been utilized 
in lung cancers are classified as anti-PD-1 agents and 
anti-PD-L1 agents. Nivolumab (opdivo, BMS 936558), 
durvalumab (imfinzi, MEDI4736), and pembrolizumab 
(Keytruda, MK-3475) are human-derived PD-1 monoclonal 
IgG4 antibodies in SCLC, which pair the PD-1 proteins 
expressed on T cells .  Nivolumab monotherapy is 
approved in metastatic SCLC based on CheckMate 032, a 
significant study of nivolumab with or without ipilimumab 
(NCT01928394, phase I/II)  (22,23).  Durvalumab 
monotherapy was proved with enduring efficacy in some 
patients with the extensive pretreated disease (ED)-SCLC 
without additional security warnings (24). However, 
pembrolizumab monotherapy did not extend median 
progression-free survival (PFS) in ES-SCLC patients after 
receiving platinum and etoposide (25).

PD-L1 inhibitors also reported activity in the treatment 
of SCLC. Atezolizumab (tecentriq, MPDL3280A) is 
the earliest PD-L1 inhibitor in SCLC (26). Another 
clinical study investigating the outcomes and safety 

of atezolizumab in NSCLC or SCLC patients treated in 
routine clinical practice is ongoing (NCT03782207).

Other immune checkpoints and their inhibitors
In addition to the above two earliest and widely studied 
immune checkpoints, a few novel immune checkpoints and 
inhibitors such as T cell Ig and mucin-domain-3-containing 
molecule 3 (TIM-3), lymphocyte activation gene 3 (LAG-3) 
and et, al. have emerged in SCLC (Table 1).

Tim-3 is an immune checkpoint on T cells, FoxP3+ 
Tregs, macrophages, DCs, nature killer (NK) cells, and mast 
cells to regulate immunity, upon interaction with ligands 
which are galectin-9 (Gal-9), carcinoembryonic antigen 
cell adhesion molecule 1 (CEACAM-1), high-mobility 
group protein B1 (HMGB1), and phosphatidylserine (PS) 
(27,28). As a result, TIM-3 can hinder immune responses 
by inducing T cells exhaustion (29) and suppressing innate 
antitumor immunity, such as decreasing the production 
of IL-12 by monocytes (30). The expressions of TIM-3 
on Tregs and NK cells were associated with lung cancer 
progression (31,32). Additionally, blocking TIM3 promotes 
the cytotoxicity of NK cells might be a promising target for 
immunotherapy in lung cancer (33).

LAG-3 (CD223) is an immune checkpoint that inhibits T 
cells stimulation and restrains cytokine production, therefore 
making the status of immune homeostasis (34). What is 
more, LAG-3 inhibits macrophages' differentiation or fully 

Figure 1 The immune suppression of Tregs via trans-endocytosis of CD80/86 from APCs. Upon activation by the combination of CTLA-
4: CD80/86, Tregs will endocytose CD80/86 on the surface of antigen presentation cells (APC), the binding receptor of the costimulatory 
receptor CD28 on naïve T cells. Therefore, the activated pathway of naïve T cells is blocked.
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competent antigen-presenting DCs from monocytes (35).  
Even though the exact process of LAG-3 signaling and 
interplay with additional immune checkpoints are generally 
unknown, LAG-3 blockades combined with PD-1 blockades 
are promising to suppress immune escape (34).

More immune checkpoints, along with their inhibitors 
involved in this review, were detailed in Table 1.

Combinations with other immunotherapies

Combinations of immune checkpoints inhibitors

The combination of ICIs is significant in SCLC treatment, 
most of which are the mixture of PD-1/PD-L1 and CTLA-4  
pathway blockades, based on previous studies showing two 
pathways are nonredundant without additive or synergistic 
effects (36). Currently, there are two classic combos in the 
combination of PD-1/PD-L1 and CTLA-4 inhibitors, 
such as nivolumab plus ipilimumab and durvalumab plus 
tremelimumab. 

Nivolumab ± ipilimumab has been evaluated in advanced 

or metastatic SCLC patients after platinum therapy 
in phase I/II trial (CheckMate 032) (37). According to 
CheckMate032, both overall response rate and the incidence 
of grade 3–4 adverse effects (AEs) in nivolumab combined 
with ipilimumab (overall response rate: 23%, AEs incidence: 
33%) are higher than those in nivolumab monotherapy 
(overall response rate: 10%, AEs incidence: 14%),  
demonstrating a considerable tumor response and 
acceptable side effects in recurrent SCLC, regardless of 
PDL-1 expression and platinum-sensitivity/resistance. The 
same intervention was performed in another randomized 
expansion cohort, with an overall response rate of 12% 
and 21% in nivolumab monotherapy and nivolumab 
plus ipilimumab, sharing a similar 3-month OS of 64% 
and 65% in monotherapy and combined therapy (23). 
Based on these promising results, more clinical trials on 
nivolumab combined with ipilimumab are ongoing (Table 2).  
A phase III trial (CheckMate 451; NCT02538666) is 
ongoing to evaluate nivolumab plus ipilimumab compared 
with nivolumab monotherapy and placebo for ES-SCLC 
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Figure 2 The suppression of antitumor immunity activated by the PD-1/PD-L1 pathway in the tumor microenvironment (TME) of lung 
cancers. The core of this network is tumor-specific T cells. The PD-1 protein is expressed both on activated T cells by the combination 
of major histocompatibility (MHC) complex with T cell receptor (TCR), and also exhausted CD8+ T cells (Tex). PD-L1 is expressed on 
various immune cells and stromal cells in TME. The engagement of the PD-1/PD-L1 pathway facilitates the transformation of Texs and the 
differentiation of regulatory T cells (Treg). Meanwhile, the secretion of IFN-γ by infiltrating immune cells mentioned in the figure upgrades 
the expression of the PD-L1 protein.
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Table 1 Selected immune checkpoint inhibitors in SCLC

Target Expressing cells Roles in cancer immunity Agents Class
Ongoing 
monotherapy 
studies

CTLA-4 Tumor cells and T 
cells(activated/exhausted/
Tregs)

Negatively regulates the early stage 
of naïve T cells activation by  
blocking costimulatory pathway

Ipilimumab Fully human IgG1 
antibody

–

Tremelimumab Fully human IgG2 
antibody

–

PD-1 Tumor-infiltrating 
lymphocytes including T cells 
and B cells

Promote the exhaustion of CD8+ T 
cells and the differentiation of Tregs

Nivolumab Fully human IgG4 
antibody

NCT02481830

Durvalumab Humanized IgG1 
antibody

NCT03043872

Pembrolizumab Humanized IgG4 
antibody

NCT03526887

NCT01840579

NCT02721732

NCT02628067

NCT02963090

PDR001 –

PD-L1 Tumor cells, macrophages, 
myeloid DCs, MDSC, stromal 
fibroblasts, and endothelial 
cells

Atezolizumab Fully human IgG1 
antibody

NCT03782207

NCT03059667

Sintilimab –

Avelumab –

TIM-3 T cells (including Tregs), 
macrophages, DCs, NK cells, 
and mast cells

Mediate T-cell exhaustion and 
suppress innate antitumor immunity

RO7121661(PD-1/
TIM-3 bispecific 
antibody)

Bispesific antibody NCT03708328

INCAGN02390 Fully human Fc-
engineered IgG1κ 
antibody

NCT03652077

LAG-3 Tumor cells, T cells (including 
Tregs), B cells, NK cells, DCs, 
and TILs

Inhibit the activation of T cells and 
the differentiation of macrophages  
or fully competent antigen-
presenting DCs 

INCAGN02385 Fc-engineered IgG1κ NCT03538028

XmAb®22841 Bispesific antibody NCT03849469

LAG525 Monoclonal antibody NCT03365791

OX40 Endothelial cells, mast cells, 
activated NK cells, DCs, B 
cells, microglial cells, activated 
T cells and Foxp3+ Tregs

 Enhance the differentiation of CD4 
memory T cell, CD4+ T cells and  
Th2 cells and activate NK cells

INCAGN01949 IgG1 monoclonal 
antibody

–

GITR Expressed high levels on 
Tregs and at low levels on 
naïve and memory T cells

Promote NFκB activation, IL-9 
production and cytotoxic T lymphocyte 
responses, enhance the function of 
DCs and Tregs expansion, and inhibits 
Tregs suppressive function 

INCAGN01876 – –

IDO1 Mature DCs, pulmonary and 
placental endothelial cells 
and tumor cells

Favor the growth of tumors,  
promote the differentiation of Tregs 
and induce inflammation-associated 
tumorigenesis

Epacadostat – –

Table 1 (continued)
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after first-line platinum-based doublet chemotherapy 
(PT-DC) (38). Moreover, NCT03670056 observes the 
changes in tumor antigen-specific effector T (Teff)/
Treg cells as a primary outcome measure, which strongly 
influences antitumor immunity (23). Further, triple ICIs 
combinations based on nivolumab plus ipilimumab are 
also started to come out. A phase I/II trial explores the 
security, tolerability, and efficacy of INCAGN01876, an 
anti-GITR agonistic monoclonal antibody, plus nivolumab 
and (or) ipilimumab in advanced or metastatic malignancies 
including SCLC. Similarly, another attempt to combine 
an anti-OX40 agonistic antibody INCAGN01949 with 
nivolumab and ipilimumab in advanced or metastatic 
malignancies has been recently completed, but the result 
has not been reported (NCT03241173; phase I/II). 

The combination of durvalumab plus tremelimumab 
has been confirmed to show antitumor activity in NSCLC, 
regardless of PD-L1 status, with an objective response rate 
of 23% (36). As a result, similar clinical trials are being 
conducted in SCLC to investigate whether durvalumab 
plus tremelimumab has a more potent antitumor activity 
than either drug alone (Table 2) .  The ADRIATIC 
(NCT03703297) is a phase III study in durvalumab with 
or without tremelimumab for patients with LS-SCLC 
following chemoradiation therapy to compare PFS and 
OS (approximately 5 years). An ongoing phase II study in 
ES-SCLC compares the combination of durvalumab plus 
tremelimumab with another two chemotherapies, based on 
overall response rate and other indexes (NCT02937818). 
The rest ongoing studies attempt to build a joint therapy 
of durvalumab plus tremelimumab, with chemotherapy 
or radiotherapy (NCT03923270,  NCT02701400, 

NCT03043872, NCT03509012). 
Except for these two classic combos, there are more 

new combinational ICIs combos. The first star agent 
is pembrolizumab, which is explored to be combined 
with ipilimumab (NCT01840579), XmAb®22841 (a 
CTLA-4 x LAG-3 bispecific antibody; NCT03849469), 
I N C A G N 0 1 8 7 6  ( a  G I T R  a g o n i s t  a n t i b o d y ; 
NCT03277352) and epacadostat  (an inhibitor of 
indoleamine 2,3-dioxygenase-1 (IDO1); NCT03277352, 
NCT03361228), which are still at initial stages. A phase 
III study named SKYSCRAPER-02 exerts an efficacy 
comparison between tiragolumab plus atezolizumab, 
cisplatin (or carboplatin), and etoposide (EC) with placebo 
plus atezolizumab and EC (NCT04256421). Finally, the 
JAVELIN Medley (NCT02554812) explores the safety 
and effect of avelumab plus utomilumab in advanced 
malignancies, including SCLC. Another ongoing phase II 
trial (NCT02554812) determines whether a PD-1 blockade 
PDR001 plus a LAG-3 inhibitor LAG525 demonstrates 
sufficient efficacy in advanced malignancies, including 
SCLC.

Combinations with other immunotherapeutic agents 

Agonists of cytokines and proteins
Interleukin (IL-15) is a promising target in immunotherapy, 
which can upgrade the production, function, and survival 
of CD8+ T and NK cells (39). A current report has shown 
that the combination of IL-15 superagonist named ALT803 
and nivolumab in metastatic NSCLC was well-tolerated, 
with an objective response rate of 29% (40). Meanwhile, the 
addition of AL-803 may increase the objective responses in 

Table 1 (continued)

Target Expressing cells Roles in cancer immunity Agents Class
Ongoing 
monotherapy 
studies

TIGT CD8+ TILs, Foxp3+ Tregs, 
monocytes, and NK cells 

Inhibit activation of T cells and NK 
cells

Tiragolumab Fully human IgG1 
antibody 

–

CD137 Tumor cells, CD4+ and CD8+ T 
cells, Foxp3+ Tregs, NK cells, 
and DCs

Activate and proliferate monocytes 
and NK cells, promote T cell activation, 
proliferation, and differentiation, and 
also induce T cell apoptosis 

Utomilumab IgG2 monoclonal 
antibody

–

CTLA-4, cytotoxic T-lymphocyte-associated protein 4; PD-1, programmed cell death protein-1; PD-L1, programmed cell death 1 ligand; 
TIM-3, T cell Ig and mucin-domain-3-containing molecule 3; LAG-3, lymphocyte-activation gene 3; GITR, glucocorticoid-induced TNFR-
related protein; IDO1, indoleamine 2, 3-dioxygenase 1; TIGT, tyrosine-based inhibitory motif domain; Tregs, regulatory T cells; NK cells, 
nature killer cells; TILs, tumor infiltrating lymphocytes; MDSC, myeloid suppressor cells. 
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Table 2 Ongoing studies on combination of ICIs and other immunotherapeutic agents in SCLC

PD-1/PD-L1 inhibitors
Other ICIs/other 

immunotherapeutic 
agents

Target Clinical trial Phase Stage Status
Estimated 

study 
completion

Primary outcome 
measures

Combination of PD-1/PD-L1 inhibitors with other ICIs

Nivolumab Ipilimumab CTLA-4 NCT03670056 Phase II ES Not yet 
recruiting

30-Sep-22 Change in the 
ratio of Teff/Treg 

cells

NCT03043599 Phase I/II ES Active, not 
recruiting

Apr-22 PFS

NCT02046733 Phase II LS Active, not 
recruiting

Jan-22 OS, PFS

NCT03083691 Phase II All Enrolling by 
invitation

Aug-21 ORR

NCT02538666 Phase III ES Active, not 
recruiting

Jun-20 OS

NCT02538666 
(CheckMate 

451)

Phase III ES Active, not 
recruiting

11-Jun-20 OS

Nivolumab or 
Ipilimumab or 
Nivolumab + 
Ipilimumab

INCAGN01876 GITR NCT03126110 Phase I/II Unknown Recruiting 28-Oct-21 AEs, ORR

INCAGN01949 OX40 NCT03241173 Phase I/II Unknown Completed 23-Nov-19 TEAEs, ORR

Durvalumab Tremelimumab  CTLA-4 NCT03703297 Phase III LS Recruiting 19-Feb-24 PFS and OS

NCT02937818 Phase II ES Active, not 
recruiting

22-Jan-21 Overall 
Response Rate 

NCT03923270 Phase I ES Recruiting 1-May-25 SAEs, PFS

NCT02701400 Phase II Unknown Active, not 
recruiting

Oct-21 PFS, ORR

NCT03043872 Phase III ES Active, not 
recruiting

30-Sep-20 OS

NCT03509012 Phase I ES Recruiting 4-Apr-22 DLTs, AEs

Pembrolizumab Ipilimumab CTLA-4 NCT01840579 Phase I ES Active, not 
recruiting

30-Jun-20 DLTs, AEs

XmAb®22841 CTLA-4 x 
LAG-3

NCT03849469 Phase I Unknown Recruiting Mar-27 AEs

INCAGN01876+ 
Epacadostat

GITR+IDO1 NCT03277352 Phase I/II Unknown Active, not 
recruiting

May-20 TEAEs, ORR, 
CRR

Epacadostat IDO1 NCT03361228 Phase I/II Unknown Completed 30-Mar-19 TEAEs, ORR

Atezolizumab Tiragolumab TIGIT NCT04256421 Phase III ES Recruiting 31-Aug-23 PFS, OS

PDR001 LAG525 LAG-3 NCT03365791 Phase II Unknown Active, not 
recruiting

19-Oct-20 CBR, PFS

Table 2 (continued)
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patients with PD-1-resistance (40). Based on this research, 
more trials are ongoing for applying IL-15 superagonists 
to assist PD-1/PD-L1 blockades in SCLC. NCT03228667 
(phase II) sets up four interventions, including ALT-803 
plus pembrolizumab or nivolumab or atezolizumab or 
avelumab in SCLC patients. Further, NCT04234113 looks 

into whether there is an improvement or decreased safety 
in SO-C101 combined with pembrolizumab, another IL-15 
superagonist, compared with SO-C101 alone. 

Toll-like receptor-7 (TLR-7) has been detected on the 
endosomes of immune cells such as macrophages, NK cells, 
DCs, and B cells. Activation of TLR7 ligands is beneficial 

Table 2 (continued)

PD-1/PD-L1 inhibitors
Other ICIs/other 

immunotherapeutic 
agents

Target Clinical trial Phase Stage Status
Estimated 

study 
completion

Primary outcome 
measures

Avelumab Utomilumab CD137 NCT02554812 Phase II Unknown Recruiting 16-Dec-22 Cmax, ADA, 
TTR, DR, PFS, 

OS, Tumor tissue 
biomarkers

Combination of ICIs with other immunotherapy agents

Nivolumab or 
Pembrolizumab or 
Atezolizumab or 
Avelumab

ALT-803 IL-15 NCT03228667 Phase II Unknown Recruiting Aug-20 ORR

Pembrolizumab SO-C101 IL-15 NCT04234113 Phase I Unknown Recruiting Mar-22 DLTs, AEs, SAEs, 
laboratory test 
abnormalities, 

Clinically 
Significant 

Change and 
ECOG

Atezolizumab BNT411 TLR7 NCT04101357 Phase I/II ES Not yet 
recruiting

Dec-23 DLTs, TEAEs, 
IMP dose 

reductions, 
IMP treatment 

discontinuations 
due to toxicity

Nivolumab BMS-986012 fucosyl-
GM1

NCT02247349 Phase I/II Unknown Active, not 
recruiting

28-Sep-20 AEs, worst grade 
SAEs

Pembrolizumab Galinpepimut-S Wilms 
tumor 

1 (WT1) 
protein

NCT03761914 Phase I/II Unknown Recruiting 30-Jul-21 TRAEs, Overall 
response rate

Nivolumab + 
Pembrolizumab + 
Atezolizumab

FT500 NK cells NCT03841110 Phase I Unknown Recruiting Jun-22 DLTs

Nivolumab + 
Ipilimumab

INGN-225 (Ad. p53-
DC) 

Dendritic 
cell p53

NCT03406715 Phase II LS + ES Recruiting Apr-21 DCR

ICIs, immune checkpoint inhibitors; OS, overall survival; PFS, progression-free survival; LS, limited stage; ES, extensive stage; 
AEs, adverse events; DCR, disease control rate; IMP, investigational medicinal products; DLTs, dose-limiting toxicities; SAEs, serious 
adverse events; MTD, maximum tolerated dose; ORR, objective response rate; RR, response rate; CRR, complete response rate; TEAEs, 
treatment-emergent adverse events; CBR, clinical benefit rate; Cmax, maximum plasma concentration; ADA, anti-drug antibody; TTR, 
time to tumor response; DR, duration of response; ECOG, Eastern Cooperative Oncology Group.
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to the differentiation and stimulation of immune cells and 
the secretion of pro-inflammatory cytokines (41). A TLR-7 
agonist called BNT411 can amplify the potential immune-
stimulating and antitumor activities of TLR-7, combined 
with atezolizumab and EC in an ongoing phase I/II trial 
(NCT04101357) in ES-SCLC. 

Agents targeting tumor surface proteins
The ganglioside fucosyl-GM1 (FucGM1) is a specific 
tumor antigen on SCLC cells, but missing in normal 
tissues, which is a favorable therapeutic option for specific 
antitumor immunity. Previous researches had shown that 
a fully human anti-fucosyl-GM1 antibody (BMS-986012) 
may induce antitumor activity by complement-dependent 
cytotoxicity (CDC) and antibody-dependent cellular 
phagocytosis (ADCP) assays, while the tumor response 
enhanced when BMS-986012 was in combination with 
PD-1 or CD137 blockades (42). Therefore, a phase I/II 
study (NCT02247349) is ongoing to detect the effect and 
safety of the combination of BMS-986012 and nivolumab in 
relapsed or refractory SCLC. 

The Wilms’ tumor suppressor gene (WT1) was initially 
recognized as a tumor suppressor gene in Wilm’s tumor 
and was then found overexpression in various solid tumors, 
including lung cancer (43). Caihua Xu et al. found that 
WT1 promoted proliferation of NSCLC cells by upgrading 
Cyclin D1 and p-pRb (44). Galinpepimut-S (GPS) is a 
novel cancer vaccine that targets the WT1 protein and has 
been adopted by FDA for mesothelioma. Hence, a phase  
I/II study is recruiting to combine pembrolizumab with 
GPS in selected advanced cancers, including SCLC. 

Agents targeting innate immune cells
FT500 is a first NK cell immunotherapeutic agent 
produced from a self-renewing clonal master pluripotent 
cell line (MPCL). Current studies have found that FT500 
can facilitate the recruitment and activation of tumor-
infiltrating lymphocytes (TILs), suggesting an ability to 
reduce tumor burden and resistance of ICIs (45). A phase 
I study on FT500 monotherapy and in combination of 
nivolumab, pembrolizumab, and atezolizumab along with 
chemotherapy in selected advanced solid tumors, including 
SCLC, is recruiting. 

p53 gene mutations often occur in cancers, leading 
to tumor proteins’ expression and making p53-specific 
cytotoxic T cells recognize tumor cells. Thence, INGN-
225 (Ad. p53-DC), a p53-modified adenovirus-transduced 
dendritic cell vaccine, was developed, which has been 

proved well tolerated in SCLC, with all side effects ≤ grade 
2 in a phase I/II trial (NCT03406715) (46). Also, specific 
anti-p53 immune responses and overall post-INGN-225 
responses were observed in 41.8% and 51.5% of SCLC 
patients, respectively (46). Considering these post-
INGN-225 immune responses, a phase II trial is ongoing 
to combine Ad. p53-DC with ipilimumab and nivolumab 
in LS-SCLC to explore whether there is an enhanced 
antitumor activity of ICIs (NCT03406715).

Combinations with chemotherapy or(and) 
radiotherapy

Chemotherapy and radiotherapy are beneficial to mature 
antigen-presenting cells, increase PD-L1 expression on 
tumor cells, decrease tumor-infiltrating Tregs or MDSCs, 
and recruit CD8+ TILs and macrophages (5). These 
shaping of TME from chemotherapy and radiotherapy 
make them become the first choice in combination with 
immunotherapy.

Combinations with chemotherapy

NCT01331525 proved the combination of ipilimumab with 
EC improved a subgroup of patients’ outcomes but also 
caused severe neurological toxicity in advanced SCLC (47).  
72.4% and 84.8% of patients presented an objective 
response by RECIST and the immune-related response 
criteria. However, grade 3 or higher toxicity occurred 
in 89.7% of patients. Moreover, another phase III study 
(NCT01450761) revealed that the addition of ipilimumab 
to etoposide and platinum did not improve OS compared 
with chemotherapy alone in ES-SCLC patients, also 
without new adverse events (48). Thus, current researches 
shift the redemptions to the combination of other ICIs with 
chemotherapy.

A phase II trial (NCT02551432) has shown a moderate 
activity with acceptable toxicity of pembrolizumab combined 
with paclitaxel in refractory ES-SCLC, where the objective 
response rate was 23.1%, among which complete response 
rate is 3.8% and confirmed partial response is 19.2% (49). 
Various kinds of grade 3 or 4 AEs appeared among 4–8% 
patients. However, a significantly decreased NK cell activity 
was found in responders from flow cytometric analysis. 
Moreover, the PembroPlus (NCT02331251) explored the 
possible combos of pembrolizumab combined with common 
chemotherapies, including gemcitabine (G), docetaxel (D), 
nab-paclitaxel (NP), vinorelbine (V), irinotecan (I) and 

https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/?term=Xu C%5BAuthor%5D&cauthor=true&cauthor_uid=23936312
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liposomal doxorubicin (LD) in advanced cancers including 
SCLC. The result showed the safety of standard-dose 
pembrolizumab combination with G, G+NP, G+V, I, and 
LD, indicating possible future research directions (50). 
Recently, MK-3475-604/KEYNOTE-604 (NCT03066778; 
phase III) has shown mixed results in ES-SCLC that 
pembrolizumab plus etoposide/platinum could potentially 
prolong PFS (P=0.0023; median 4.5 vs. 4.3 months) 
but OS (P=0.0164; median 10.8 vs. 9.7 months) (51).  
Further, pembrolizumab is being combined with more 
chemotherapies, such as topotecan (NCT02963090), 
amrubicin (NCT03253068),  EC (NCT03043872, 
NCT02580994, NCT01840579), paclitaxel or pemetrexed 
(NCT01840579) (Table 3).

IMpower133 (NCT02763579)  demonstrated a 
synergistic potential of ICIs combined with first-line 
chemotherapy, that the addition of atezolizumab to EC in 
ED-SCLC brought remarkably extended OS and PFS than 
chemotherapy alone, with a manageable safety profile (52).  
Based on this promising result, emerging clinical trials 
on the addition of atezolizumab to EC (NCT04028050, 
N C T 0 2 7 6 3 5 7 9 ,  N C T 0 4 2 2 1 5 2 9 )  w i t h  p l a c e b o 
(NCT03041311) in ES-SCLC are ongoing. Moreover, the 
SKYSCRAPER-02 (NCT04256421) is probing whether 
atezolizumab plus EC combined with tiragolumab have a 
different efficacy from atezolizumab plus EC alone in ES-
SCLC.

Nivolumab, in combination with PT-DC has shown 
that nivolumab plus pemetrexed-cisplatin or paclitaxel-
carboplatin or gemcitabine-cisplatin, achieved an objective 
response rate, a 24-week PFS and a 2-year OS up to 47%, 
71% and 62%, respectively (NCT01454102) (53). Herein, 
clinical scientists are exploring the potential combos of 
nivolumab plus more chemotherapies, including irinotecan 
(NCT04173325),  temozolomide (NCT03728361), 
gemcitabine (NCT03662074), and EC (NCT03382561) 
(Table 3).

An ongoing phase III trial (CASPIAN; NCT03043872) 
proved that durvalumab combined with platinum-etoposide 
was related to a considerably increased survival (median 
OS: 13 months, 18-month OS: 34%) from the platinum-
etoposide group (median OS: 10.3 months, 18-month OS: 
25%). Meanwhile, the incidence of grade 3 or 4 AEs is 
the same between the two groups, at 62% (54). Another 
ongoing phase II trial (MEDIOLA) has revealed the 
combination of olaparib and durvalumab was relatively well 
tolerated, but the efficacy did not reach the target disease 
control rates (DCRs) and was below the futility boundary 

(<40%) (55). ADRIATIC (NCT03703297) is an ongoing 
phase III trial to study the combo of durvalumab and 
placebo, compared with durvalumab plus tremelimumab, 
and placebo alone in LS-SCLC.

Finally, PAVE (NCT03568097, phase II) is in the 
process to explore the mixture of avelumab with first-line 
chemotherapy of EC in SCLC patients with carcinoma.

Combinations with radiotherapy

177Lu-DOTATATE (lutathera) is a promising target in 
patients with metastatic thoracic neuroendocrine tumors 
that express somatostatin receptors (56). An ongoing 
phase I/II trial (NCT03325816) has shown early evidence 
that lutathera combined with nivolumab is safe and well-
tolerated with initial signs of antitumor activity (57). 
NCT02978404 (phase II) is looking into combining 
nivolumab and stereotactic radiosurgery (SRS), which is 
increasingly applied as the sole treatment of brain metastases 
in selected cancers, including SCLC. Stereotactic body 
radiation (SBRT) therapy (NCT03223155) is also being 
tested to combine with the classic combo of nivolumab plus 
ipilimumab in stage-IV SCLC.

An ongoing randomized phase II study of tremelimumab 
plus durvalumab±SBRT, showing no significant difference 
of efficacy for ICIs with or without SBRT in relapsed  
SCLC (58). Further, NCT03262454 (phase II) is attempting 
to add atezolizumab to the hypofractionated radiation 
therapy in SCLC. 

Combinations with chemoradiotherapy

Most chemoradiotherapy combined with ICIs  in 
current trials of SCLC are based on first-line EC, 
including durvalumab (NCT03585998, NCT03509012), 
pembrol izumab (NCT02934503,  NCT02402920, 
NCT02402920) and atezolizumab (NCT03540420, 
NCT03811002) (Table 3) .  Of note,  the CLOVER 
(NCT03509012, phase I) is setting four arms to evaluate 
the addition of tremelimumab to the combination of 
durvalumab and EC with external beam radiation, 
determining the different efficacy between hypofractionated 
and standard external beam radiation. 

Except for the combination with EC, NCT03923270 
(phase II) is setting three arms to assess the activity and 
safety of durvalumab plus thoracic radiotherapy, durvalumab 
combined tremelimumab plus thoracic radiotherapy 
and durvalumab combined olaparib pills plus thoracic 
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Table 3 Ongoing studies on combination of ICIs and chemotherapy and (or) radiotherapy in SCLC

ICIs
Chemotherapy/

radiotherapy/chemo-
radiotherapy

Clinical trial Phase Stage Status
Estimated 

study 
completion

Primary outcome 
measures

Combination with chemotherapy

Nivolumab Irinotecan NCT04173325 Phase I Unknown Recruiting Nov-21 AEs

Nivolumab EC NCT03382561 Phase II ES Active, not 
recruiting

2-Jun-20 PFS

Nivolumab Temozolomide NCT03728361 Phase II Stage IV Recruiting 31-Dec-21 ORR

Nivolumab Gemcitabine NCT03662074 Phase II Stage IV Recruiting 10-Sep-21 Radiographic RR

Durvalumab Placebo NCT03703297 Phase III LS Recruiting 19-Feb-24 PFS, OS

Durvalumab Olaparib NCT02734004 Phase I/II Unknown Recruiting 5-Aug-22 DCR, ORR

Durvalumab EC NCT03043872 Phase III ES Active, not 
recruiting

30-Sep-20 OS

Durvalumab + 
Tremelimumab

EC NCT03043872 Phase III ES Active, not 
recruiting

30-Sep-20 OS

Pembrolizumab Topotecan NCT02963090 Phase II Unknown Active, not 
recruiting

20-Aug-19 PFS

Pembrolizumab Amrubicin NCT03253068 Phase II ES Recruiting 31-Aug-20 OS

Pembrolizumab EC NCT03066778 Phase III ES Active, not 
recruiting

5-Oct-21 PFS, OS

Pembrolizumab EC NCT02580994 Phase II ES Active, not 
recruiting

Aug-20 PFS

Pembrolizumab Cisplatin + 
Pemetrexed/
Carboplatin + 

Paclitaxel/EC/EC + 
G-CSF

NCT01840579 Phase I ES Active, not 
recruiting

30-Jun-20 DLTs, AEs

Atezolizumab + 
Tiragolumab

EC + Placebo NCT04256421 Phase III ES Recruiting 31-Aug-23 PFS, OS

Atezolizumab EC + Placebo NCT03041311 Phase II ES Active, not 
recruiting

May-20 Chemotherapy-
induced 

myelosuppression 

Atezolizumab EC NCT04028050 Phase III ES Recruiting 30-Dec-22 SAEs, Serious and 
Non-Serious Immune 

Related Adverse 
Events 

Atezolizumab EC NCT02763579 Phase III ES Active, not 
recruiting

30-Dec-20 PFS, OS

Atezolizumab EC NCT04221529 Phase II ES Recruiting Jun-24 OS

Avelumab EC NCT03568097 Phase II Unknown Recruiting Aug-21 1-year PFS

Table 3 (continued)
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Table 3 (continued)

ICIs
Chemotherapy/

radiotherapy/chemo-
radiotherapy

Clinical trial Phase Stage Status
Estimated 

study 
completion

Primary outcome 
measures

Combination with radiotherapy

Nivolumab Lutathera  NCT03325816 Phase I/II ES Active, not 
recruiting

Dec-20 PFS

Nivolumab Stereotactic 
radiosurgery

NCT02978404 Phase II Stage IV Recruiting Jun-21 PFS

Nivolumab + Ipilimumab Stereotactic body 
radiation therapy

NCT03223155 Phase I Stage IV  Recruiting Dec-20 SAEs

Durvalumab + 
Tremelimumab

Stereotactic body 
radiation therapy

NCT02701400 Phase II Unknown Active, not 
recruiting

Oct-21 PFS, ORR

Atezolizumab Hypofractionated 
radiation therapy 

NCT03262454 Phase II Unknown Recruiting 31-Jul-24 ORR

Combination with chemo-radiotherapy

Nivolumab + Ipilimumab Thoracic radiation 
therapy + platinum-

based chemotherapy

NCT03043599 Phase I/II ES Active, not 
recruiting

Apr-22 PFS

Durvalumab EC + thoracic 
radiotherapy

NCT03585998 Phase II LS Recruiting 19-Dec-21 PFS

Durvalumab Olaparib pill + 
thoracic radiotherapy 
or Tremelimumab + 

thoracic radiotherapy 

NCT03923270 Phase I ES Recruiting 1-May-25 SAEs, PFS

Durvalumab or 
Durvalumab + 
Tremelimumab

EC + external beam 
radiation 

NCT03509012 Phase I ES Recruiting 4-Apr-22 DLTs, AEs

Pembrolizumab EC + radiation NCT02934503 Phase II ES Recruiting Oct-20 PD-L1 expression 
status, PFS, OS, RR

Pembrolizumab EC + radiation NCT02402920 Phase I LS Recruiting 31-Jul-23 MTD

Pembrolizumab EC + radiation NCT02402920 Phase I LS Recruiting 31-Jul-23 MTD

Atezolizumab Chemo-radiotherapy NCT03540420 Phase II LS Recruiting Dec-26 2-year OS

Atezolizumab EC + intensity-
modulated radiation 

therapy

NCT03811002 Phase II/
III

LS Recruiting 28-Dec-26 PFS, OS

ICIs, immune checkpoint inhibitors; OS, overall survival; PFS, progression-free survival; EC, cisplatin or carboplatin plus etoposide; LS, 
limited stage; ES, extensive stage; AEs, adverse events; DCR, disease control rate; DLTs, dose-limiting toxicities; SAEs, serious adverse 
events; MTD, maximum tolerated dose; ORR, objective response rate; RR, response rate.

radiotherapy. 
Finally, a prospective single-arm phase I/II study 

(NCT03043599) utilized ipilimumab and nivolumab with 
consolidative thoracic radiotherapy after platinum doublet 

chemotherapy for patients with ES-SCLC. The result 
did not significantly improve the 6-month PFS compared 
to historical estimates, while the OS estimate at one year 
compares favorably with historical estimates (59).
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Combinations with targeted therapy

Antiangiogenic agents

A ser ie s  o f  mice  mode l s  demonst ra ted  tha t  the 
antiangiogenic therapy targeting vascular endothelial 
growth factor (VEGF) and Angiopoietin-2 (ANG2) (60),  
and vascular endothelial growth factor receptor 2 
(VEGFR2) (61) raised the level of PD-L1 on endothelial 
cells (ECs) and tumor cells, leading to the suppression of 
antitumor immunity. Thus, a piece of equitable evidence 
supports the combination of antiangiogenic agents and ICIs, 
to solve the resistance during the antiangiogenic therapy.

Tyrosine kinase inhibitors (TKIs)
Receptor tyrosine kinases (RTKs) are transmembrane 
glycoproteins, which serve as the connection of cellular 
growth factors and extracellular ligands (62). Currently, 
targeted RTK inhibitors have been a new representative of 
targeted therapy in cancers, including SCLC (63).

Anlotinib (AL3818) is an orally multiple TKI, targeting 
c-kit, fibroblast growth factor receptor (FGFR), VEGFR, 
and platelet-derived growth factor receptor (PDGFR), 
which has been permitted for the treatment in NSCLC 
in China (62). Based on these outcomes in NSCLC, two 
clinical trials are recruiting to explore more potential of 
anlotinib combined with nivolumab (NCT04165330) and 
sintilimab (NCT04055792) in SCLC.

Vorolanib (X-82) is an orally dual inhibitor targeting 
VEGFRs and PDGFRs wi th  ant iangiogenic  and 
antineoplastic activities, which has demonstrated reduced 
tissue toxicity by 95% with first-generation kinase 
inhibitors. NCT03583086 (phase I/II) estimates the 
tolerability and effect of nivolumab plus vorolanib in 
patients with refractory thoracic tumors, including SCLC. 

Cabozantinib (XL184), an orally bioavailable TKI 
with activity against MET, VEGFR 2, AXL, ROS1, and 
RET, has been tested in some advanced solid tumors (64). 
NCT04079712 is a recruiting phase II trial to test the 
combination of XL184, nivolumab, and ipilimumab for 
differentiated neuroendocrine cancers. 

VEGF inhibitors
VEGF is immensely expressed in SCLC cells, and it is 
related to cancer cell proliferation, metastasis, and invasion, 
while clinical evaluation of angiogenesis inhibitors has not 
improved OS in SCLC (2). Bevacizumab is a humanized 
anti-VEGF-A monoclonal IgG1 antibody (65), which 
is also the VEGF inhibitor most studied in SCLC (2).  

NCT02734004 (phase I/II) is a study to assess the 
antitumor activity and safety of the mixture of bevacizumab, 
durvalumab, and olaparib, compared with the other arms of 
durvalumab plus olaparib, and bevacizumab plus olaparib.

Cyclin-dependent protein kinase (Cdks) inhibitors

Once combing with cyclin D, cyclin-dependent kinases 
(CDK4/6) firstly phosphorylate retinoblastoma protein 
(Rb), leading to the cell transition from G1 to S phase (66). 
CDK4/6 inhibitors can obstruct cell cycle and induce cell 
senescence and disruption by a cytotoxic T-cell-mediated 
effect in cancer (67). Trilaciclib is a CDK4/6 inhibitor that 
has been used for breast cancer in postmenopausal women. 
In SCLC, NCT03041311 (phase II) is in the process of 
evaluating the addition of trilaciclib to the combination of 
carboplatin, etoposide, and atezolizumab in ES-SCLC. 

Additionally, a selective CDK7 inhibitor, YKL-5-124, 
was another potent treatment in SCLC mice models in Hua 
Zhang et al.’s study (68). Anti-PD-1 + YKL-5-124 presented 
with a better response than a single treatment. Strikingly, 
the mice treated with four-drug combination (YKL-5-124 
+ anti-PD-1+EC) appeared to live significantly longer than 
those treated with anti-PD-1+EC or EC alone. Moreover, 
this study also indicated that YKL-5-124 induced antitumor 
immune reactions engaging DCs (MHCII+CD11c+CD103+), 
effector CD4+T cells (CD44highCD62Llow/Ki67+/ICOS+) 
and cytotoxic CD8+T cells (Granzyme B+), which could be 
heightened by the combination with PD-1 blockades.

Arginase and its inhibitor

Arginase in the TME can inhibit antitumor NO secreted 
by pro-inflammation macrophages, synthesis of polyamines 
supporting tumor cells multiplication, and topical 
arginine reduction, which result in T-cell dysfunction and 
immunosuppression (69). Current studies have demonstrated 
that arginase was expressed on various cancers (69)  
while its inhibitors could cause suppression of breast cancer 
cell proliferation (70). INCB001158 is an orally available 
inhibitor of arginase, which inhibits the breakdown of 
arginine by arginase and restores arginine levels. Thus, 
NCT03361228 (phase I/II) is a study to explore the security, 
tolerability, and preclinical effect of INCB001158 plus 
epacadostat, with or without pembrolizumab in advanced 
solid tumors, including SCLC.

Arginine is a kind of semi-essential amino acid, while 
several cancers fail to endogenously synthesize enough 
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arginine for survival and proliferation, mainly because of 
decreased level of argininosuccinate synthase (ASS1) (71). 
Pegzilarginase is a highly potent human arginine-degrading 
enzyme, while SCLC has been validated with the highest 
incidence of decreased ASS1 expression and the highest 
rate of responding to pegzilarginase in patient-derived 
xenografts (PDX) models (71). Moreover, pegzilarginase 
prevented tumor growth and promoted the infiltration of 
CD8+ T cells in the TME in mouse models (71). Thus, 
an ongoing phase I/II study (NCT03371979) explores the 
security and effect of pegzilarginase plus pembrolizumab 
in ED-SCLC with relapsed or progressive disease on or in  
6 months of platinum-based chemotherapy.

DNA damage response (DDR) drugs

PARP (poly (ADP-ribose) polymerase) inhibitors can 
induce cell death by inhibiting the activity of PARP, which 
is a protein involved in DNA repair (72). A phase II trial 
(NCT03958045) is recruiting to combine rucaparib with 
nivolumab in stage-IV SCLC, evaluating their potential to 
prolong PFS and OS.

WEE1 is a protein kinase that regulates the cell cycle by 
serving as a checkpoint preventing DNA replication in the 
presence of DNA damage (73). The inhibition of WEE1 
aims to generate sufficient DNA damage in cancer cells to 
cause apoptosis and prevent tumor growth. ZN-c3 is an 
orally administered WEE1 inhibitor, which is investigated 
in phase I/II study (NCT04158336) as monotherapy and 
in combination with pembrolizumab or talazoparib in solid 
cancers including SCLC.

Topoisomerase II (Top 2) is an enzyme incredible 
in DNA replication, chromosome condensation, and 
chromosome segregation (74). As a result, inhibitors of Top 
2 are increasingly utilized in the therapy of various cancers, 
including lung cancer. Amrubicin, a third-generation 
anthracycline and potent, which has been permitted 
for relapsed small cell lung carcinoma in Japan (75).  
NCT03253068 (phase II) is continuing to explore the 
overall response rate per RECIST 1.1 as assessed by 
investigators in subjects with refractory SCLC treated with 
pembrolizumab combined amrubicin.

PM01183 is a novel antitumor agent binding to selected 
DNA sequences and promoting apoptosis via double-strand 
breaks at nanomolar concentrations (76). NCT04253145 is 
a phase I trial to assess the safety, tolerability, and efficacy 
of PM01183 combined with atezolizumab in SCLC 
patients.

Notch pathway inhibitors

The Notch is a surface receptor in regulating cell 
proliferation, survival, differentiation, and cell death by 
interacting with transmembrane ligands on neighboring 
cells (77), which is one of the most prevalently activated 
signaling pathways in cancers (78). A study of colorectal 
carcinoma revealed the blockade of Notch pathway could 
stimulate tumor-infiltrating CD8+ cytotoxic T lymphocytes 
(CTL), and the production of IFN-γ, TNF-α, IL-1β, IL-6, 
and IL-8 (79). What is more, the PD1 expression on CD8+ 
CTL was also declined with the inhabitation of Notch 
pathway, demonstrating the great potential to assist PD-1 
blockers.

Delta-like ligand 3 (DLL3) is an inhibitory Notch ligand 
that is overexpressed in SCLC cells but hardly expressed 
in normal tissues (80). AMG 757 is a bispecific antibody 
targeting DLL3 and CD3, which has been demonstrated 
to turn T cells to eliminate DLL3+ SCLC cells in vitro (80).  
A phase I trial (NCT03319940) is attempting to compare 
AMG 757 monotherapy and AMG 757 combined with 
pembrolizumab in small cell lung carcinoma. Rovalpituzumab 
tesirine (Rova-T) is an anti-DLL3 conjugate, with early signs 
of efficacy as a third- or fourth-line setting in SCLC (80).  
Therefore, NCT03026166 is a phase I/II study of Rova-T 
with nivolumab ± ipilimumab for ES-SCLC, where 
Rova-T with nivolumab and ipilimumab is not appropriate, 
attributable to dose-limiting toxicities (DLTs). However, 
Rova-T plus nivolumab demonstrated some durable responses 
and required optimizing dose and schedule (81).

Kirsten rat sarcoma viral oncogene homolog (KRAS) 
pathway inhibitors

KRAS activation is one of the most often oncogenic events 
in some cancers and is correlated with poor survival (82).  
Although there has not been a clear conclusion in 
SCLC, several surprising ICIs in KRAS mutant NSCLC 
have been reported. According to a meta-analysis, ICIs 
prolonged the OS of KRAS mutant NSCLC, compared 
with chemotherapy (P=0.03) (83). Therefore, whether 
KRAS mutation could also be a potential biomarker for the 
efficacy of ICIs in SCLC is worth discussion. Plinabulin 
is a novel agent that inhibits tubulin polymerization and 
growth of KRAS-driven cancer cells with a manageable 
safety profile in previous studies (82). Currently, a phase1/2 
study (NCT03575793) determines the different outcomes 
between nivolumab plus plinabulin, and nivolumab 
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combined with ipilimumab plus plinabulin in recurrent 
SCLC patients.

Lysine-specific demethylase 1 (LSD1) inhibitors 

Lysine-specific demethylase 1 (LSD1, KDM1A) promotes 
cancer cell proliferation, metastasis, and invasion (84). 
Inhibitors of LSD1 has been validated with significant 
antitumor activity in vitro and vivo in a series of solid tumors, 
including SCLC (85). Mounting results in breast mice 
models showed that the combination of LSD1 inhibitors 
with PD-1 antibody significantly inhibited tumor growth, 
decreased Ki-67 level, and enhanced CD8+ TILs (86).  
Overall, these results proved that LSD1 inhibition could be 
an approach to assist with immunotherapy. 

INCB059872 is a demethylase that suppresses LSD1 
pathway and being combined with azacytidine and 
nivolumab in advanced malignancies, including SCLC 
(NCT02712905, phase I/II). CC-90011 is another 
demethylase binding to and inhibiting LSD1, which is 
being tested in combination with nivolumab and EC in  
ES-SCLC (NCT03850067, phase I/II).

Liver-X nuclear hormone receptor (LXR) agonist

LXR-α and β are vital regulators in lipid and carbohydrate 
metabolism, cellular differentiation, apoptosis, and many 
immune responses (87). LXR-α is highly expressed in fat 
tissue, liver, kidney, intestine, and macrophages, while 
LXR-β expression is universal (88), both of which have 
demonstrated anticancer activities in a variety of cancer 
cell lines (89). RGX-104, an oral administered LXR 
agonist, was proved to upgrade LXR-mediated expression 
of apolipoprotein E (ApoE), which induced apoptosis 
of peripheral or tumor-infiltrating MDSCs, and then 
supported T cell-engaging antitumor immunity (90). 
Consequently, this therapy was considered to promote the 
curative effect of ICIs. Hence, NCT02922764 (phase I) sets 
up five arms to assess the activity and tolerability of RGX-
104 monotherapy, RGX-104 plus nivolumab, or ipilimumab 
or docetaxel and the combination of RGX-104 with 
pembrolizumab, carboplatin, and pemetrexed.

More details of these above ongoing clinical trials were 
demonstrated in Table S1.

Future perspectives

In the next years, ICIs alone or in combination with 

additional immunotherapeutic agents, targeted therapy, 
chemotherapy, and (or) radiotherapy promise to reverse 
the refractory situation of SCLC. Multiple trials are 
investigating the benefit of ICIs in various neoadjuvant 
settings. Thus, oncologists have to deal with more difficulty 
and complicated selectivity. 

Development of more predictive biomarkers

First, lacking potential biomarkers to predict the therapeutic 
effect of ICIs alone or in combination with other therapies 
is concerned in SCLC (91). High level of PD-L1 in multiple 
tumor cells or TME had been assumed as a predictor 
for a better response and survival after ICIs treatment, 
which has been approved by the FDA as an indicator for 
variable solid tumors, including lung cancers. However, 
recent evidence suggested that the clinical benefit of ICIs 
might not be restricted in PD-L1 high patients, leading to 
the full doubt of the predictive capability of PD-L1 (92).  
Thereby, multimodal detection of PD-L1, such as PD-L1 
protein, PD-L1 mRNA, circulating PD-L1, and dynamic 
PD-L1 monitoring, might provide a comprehensive method 
for screening candidates for ICIs. Moreover, combined 
biomarkers, such as PD-L1 combined with tumor mutation 
burden (TMB) and microsatellite instability-high/mismatch 
repair deficient, nomograms, and deep learning, could better 
provide advice for therapeutic decisions (93). 

Specific clinical trial designs

Ten to twenty-five percent of patients beneficial from ICIs 
are not counted by the traditional response criteria, due to 
the similar imaging performance of inflammation and tumor 
growth, the antitumor activity of immunotherapy might 
be more substantial than measured by standard response 
criteria (94). Secondly, due to the immunotherapy is based 
on slow stimulation of the immune system rather than rapidly 
assaulting tumor cells, the efficacy and antitumor responses 
are always delayed (95). Thereby, the endpoints of traditional 
anticancer treatment may be insufficient for immunotherapy, 
and long-term disease-free survival is more appropriate for 
immunotherapy (96). Moreover, the assessment of multiple 
immune cells in the TME or peripheral blood should be 
counted as additional endpoints for immunotherapy (96).

Enhancement of the efficacy

Tumor heterogeneity and treatment resistance are the 

https://www.collinsdictionary.com/zh/dictionary/english-thesaurus/investigate
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most two mechanisms to hinder the efficacy of cancer 
immunotherapy (92). Liquid biopsies, containing the 
genomic analysis of circulating free DNA or cancer cells, 
could noninvasively obtain the level of tumor heterogeneity 
and also dynamically monitor resistance (97). Moreover, 
liquid biopsies are promising for personalized medicine to 
screen optimal combinational therapy (97).

Decreasing the financial toxicity

Cancer immunotherapies are known as one of the most 
promising treatments for malignant tumors, while they 
are also the most expensive ones in cancer, considering 
the enormous research costs (98). The cost for each lung 
cancer patient to treat with nivolumab was estimated at 
$44,100 per year (99). Thence, screening potential patients 
for immunotherapy is critical to reducing the unnecessary 
financial burden on patients. Meanwhile, cost-effectiveness, 
cost-benefit, and quality of life (QoL) is another approach 
to weigh the clinical benefit and financial cost (92).

Understanding the evolving immuno-oncology is 
increasingly relevant and crucial to solve those problems and 
define therapeutic strategies and potential target populations 
of combinational immunotherapy. Ultimately, emerging 
combinational immunotherapy will transform SCLC into a 
chronic disease to help patients survive from tumors.
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Supplementary

Table S1 Ongoing studies on combination of ICIs and target therapy in SCLC

ICIs Other therapies Target Clinical trial Phase Stage Status Estimated Study Completion Primary outcome measures

Anti-angiogenic agents

Nivolumab Anlotinib (AL3818) VEGFR, FGFR, PDGFR, c-kit NCT04165330 Phase I/II Unknown Recruiting 31-Dec-22 ORR

Sintilimab Anlotinib (AL3818) VEGFR, FGFR, PDGFR, c-kit NCT04055792 Phase II Unknown Recruiting 1-Mar-22 PFS

Nivolumab Vorolanib (X-82) VEGFR/PDGFR NCT03583086 Phase I/II Stage IV Recruiting Jul-24 RP2D, Phase II best response

Nivolumab + Ipilimumab XL184 (cabozantinib) MET, VEGFR 2, AXL, ROS1, RET NCT04079712 Phase II Unknown Not yet recruiting 17-Jul-22 Overall response rate

Durvalumab Bevacizumab VEGF-A NCT02734004 Phase I/II Unknown Recruiting 5-Aug-22 DCR, ORR

Cyclin-dependent protein kinase inhibitors

Atezolizumab Trilaciclib CDK4/6 NCT03041311 Phase II ES Active, not recruiting May-20 Chemotherapy-induced myelosuppression 

Arginase and its inhibitor

Pembrolizumab Pegzilarginase Arginase 1 NCT03371979 Phase I/II Unknown Active, not recruiting Dec-20 TEAEs, ORR

Pembrolizumab + Epacadostat INCB001158 Arginase NCT03361228 Phase I/II Unknown Completed 30-Mar-19 TEAEs, ORR

DNA damage response drugs

Nivolumab Rucaparib PARP NCT03958045 Phase II Stage IV Recruiting Jul-24 PFS

Pembrolizumab Amrubicin Top 2 NCT03253068 Phase II ES Recruiting 31-Aug-20 Overall response rate

Pembrolizumab ZN-c3 WEE1 NCT04158336 Phase I/II Unknown Recruiting Aug-23 MTD, RP2D, ORR

Atezolizumab PM01183 Trans-activated transcription NCT04253145 Phase I Unknown Recruiting Feb-22 MTD, RD

Notch pathway inhibitors

Pembrolizumab AMG-757 DLL3 NCT03319940 Phase I Unknown Recruiting 4-Aug-23 DLTs, TEAEs, significant changes 

Nivolumab + Ipilimumab Rovalpituzumab tesirine DLL3 NCT03026166 Phase I/II Unknown Completed 3-Jul-19 CBR, DOR, ORR, PFS, OS

KRAS pathway inhibitors

Nivolumab + Ipilimumab Plinabulin Tubulin polymerization NCT03575793 Phase I/II ES Recruiting Sep-22 MTD, PFS

LSD1 inhibitors

Nivolumab CC-90011 LSD1 NCT03850067 Phase I/II ES Recruiting 30-Sep-22 DLT, MTD, AEs

Nivolumab INCB059872 LSD1 NCT02712905 Phase I/II Unknown Recruiting 14-Dec-21 AEs, RD

LXR inhibitors

Docetaxel RGX-104 LXR NCT02922764 Phase I Unknown Recruiting Mar-21 MTD, Overall response rate, PFS, TEAEs

ICIs, immune checkpoint inhibitors; OS, overall survival; PFS, progression-free survival; LS, limited stage; ES, extensive stage; VEGFR, endothelial growth factor receptor, FGFR, fibroblast growth factor receptor, PDGFR, platelet-derived growth factor receptors; LDS-1,lysine-specific 
demethylase 1; LXR, liver-X nuclear hormone receptor; KARS, Kirsten rat sarcoma viral oncogene homolog; PARP, poly (ADP-ribose) polymerase; Top 2, topoisomerase II; RP2D, recommended Phase II dose; DOR, duration of response; RD, recommended dose; AEs, adverse events; DCR, 
disease control rate; DLTs, dose-limiting toxicities; SAEs, serious adverse events; MTD, maximum tolerated dose; ORR, objective response rate; RR, response rate; TEAEs, treatment-emergent adverse events; CBR, clinical benefit rate.


